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Some Thoughts and Ideas On Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat 
 In The Information Age 

By Carlos Gallinger 
 

The digital information age that we live in allows us to see and discuss various attributes of Bighorn Sheep 
habitat that was once largely hidden. Prior to this information age this type of knowledge was solely the domain 
of those that could track and read sign and spent a lot of time in a particular mountain range or region. While the 
ancient art of tracking and reading sign is information rich it often leaves the transmission of this information in 
the realm of opinions and hearsay due to the fact there is no transmittable graphic record. To use this traditional 
information for any kind of management or environmental decision it will always be necessary to assess the 
personality and skills of the person or persons giving the opinion. Then invariably after making a decision the 
decision-makers will have to rely on the same type of skills and opinion to assess the outcome with little or no 
graphic representation. 

One of the most common and powerful tools of this new information age is the trail camera. The modern 
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trail camera is an amazing piece of equipment. It is highly programmable can take still pictures night and day as 
well as video and hold a tremendous amount of data. They can hold tens of thousands of still pictures with the 
resolution currently at about 20 megapixels. Indeed anybody that has used these cameras can tell you that you 
can quickly go into data overload. Putting up one of these cameras at a spring or water source is as if a person sat 
by that water source and watched it 24/7 for weeks and even months at a time and photographed what happened. 
Spending the time to go through and interpret this data often requires a considerable amount of time and effort. 

Another very useful technology in this information age is the radio or satellite collar. Nowadays these 
devices transmit the whereabouts of a particular Desert Bighorn Sheep to the Internet via satellite. Due to the cost 
and the fact you have to first capture these animals to put the collar on, means that there’s not as much of this 
type of data available.  However this data is usually worth the effort it takes to get. There are a lot of things that 
this type of information can show that is difficult to get otherwise, such as the sheep’s placement due to weather, 
vegetation, and time of the year, as well as many other factors.  

Now let’s talk about a very inexpensive and easy to use yet powerful tool we have in this information age. 
That is satellite imagery, most notably Google Earth. The resolution of these images is incredible and while I 
have never found a discernible image of a bighorn sheep it is possible to make out people on certain hiking trails 
in the Grand Canyon. One of the key abilities of these images is their detailed rendering of vegetation. Often 
times vegetation patterns are key to finding water that is not otherwise known about, such as springs that are not 
on topographical maps or do not have a name, or a road leading up to them. Another attribute that these images 
have is the ability and resolution to reveal game trails. While game trails don’t always lead to water, many do. 
Often times game trails that are in the proximity of water are the only clue you have of that water’s existence, due 
to the fact it’s either too small, or they do not have any other tell-tale sign such as vegetation to indicate its 
location. 

Now I’d like to speculate on a technology I know exists but to my knowledge has never been applied in 
an attempt to have deeper knowledge of wild sheep. This is a form of satellite image technology that covers 
various spectrums of light in an effort to ascertain the health of various crops. This type of imagery could reveal 
an in-depth understanding on rain events. Rain events are complex events. To understand them one must to take 
into consideration the time of year, the type of rain, such as a summer thunderstorm or a wide-ranging winter rain. 
Then take into account such things as the wind, the ground temperature and the radiant energy from the sun before 
and after the event and many other important factors. This can be difficult to sum up especially without spending 
weeks if not months in that particular location. All the while this is summed up in the biomechanical process of 
the plant, which to a large extent can be revealed in a graphic satellite image that is taken in various wavelengths 
of light. This will give the viewer a detailed understanding of the plant side of the plant-sheep interface. This can 
literally shed new light on the population dynamics of Desert Bighorn Sheep.  

Like so many things, when you bring together these technologies they are much more than the sum of 
their parts. For instance, a trail camera can tell you many things yet it cannot tell you where the sheep came from 
or where they went to. Likewise the satellite  collar can tell you everywhere one particular sheep has gone, though 
not what other sheep were with it. Then when you put together these two information sources in conjunction with 
satellite imagery you can achieve a level of understanding and the ability to discuss these things that is only 
possible in this high-tech information age.  

Now I would like to enter into a discussion that will showcase what these individual information 
technologies can do, as well as what the convergence of these technologies can accomplish. To do this we will 
talk about some water sources in the North Bristol Mountains of California.  

We will start with a tale of two springs. One is known as Hyten Tank and the other as Hyten Springs. 
Hyten Tank is a spring that has been augmented with a tank and is taken care of by the Society for Conservation 
of Bighorn Sheep. There have been cameras on both of these on and off for a number of years. We also have a 
fair amount of satellite collared sheep in the North Bristol mountains. This data shows that the sheep 
overwhelmingly prefer to use Hyten Tank as opposed to Hyten Springs. The most likely reason for this is the 
close proximity of mineral sources at Hyten Tank. Over the course of the years at Hyten Tank there has been tens 
of thousands of pictures taken of the Desert Bighorn Sheep and very few photos that show predators. Hyten 
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Springs seems to be the opposite, there are a lot of predators and very little use by the Desert Bighorn Sheep.  
These two water sources are approximately a mile and a half away from each other and are both in 

reasonable escape terrain. So the desert bighorn sheep could use either one for water if that’s all they wanted. I 
first noticed the sheep using the area around Hyten Tank for minerals using the old methods of tracking and 
reading sign. Then it was verified by me and other people using trail cameras placed directly on the mineral 
sources. The idea that I want to put out here is just because we have a focus point water source in the desert being 
used by the Desert Bighorn Sheep, it may still be advantageous to put another one in close proximity, especially 
if we consider the effect of mineral sources. While putting a water source close to another may seem 
counterintuitive, when you see the data on these two water sources it tells an interesting story. There are number 
of localized mineral sources in this area. Delving into the satellite collar data may indicate which mineral sources 
they prefer. Then this would allow us to sample these minerals and find out what makes them valuable to the 
bighorn sheep and explore any possibility there might be a detrimental mineral element in them.  

Now let’s talk about some observations and ideas about what might be going on in the North end of the 
North Bristol Mountains. Some time ago I was shown some satellite tracking data of two ewes starting from two 
different places and ending up together in the North end of the North Bristol Mountains. After seeing this I looked 
up the area on Google Earth. There were no obvious water sources, though I could see that where these two sheep 
met there were some well-defined game trails. I still thought there might be a liquid water source there in the form 
of a tinaja or small spring. So I went there to investigate and found no sign of liquid water of any kind. This area 
was comprised of excellent escape terrain with a fair amount of places that had deep and permanent shade. For 
Desert Bighorn Sheep, good deep shade can be considered a form of water as it is utilized in such a way as to 
prevent these animals from drying out. Furthermore there was an abundance of barrel cactus which is also a source 
of moisture/water for these animals. There were also some sand dunes, many of which had a North Slope 
exposure, this allowed moist leafy annual plants to grow where otherwise they would not. These three attributes 
combined make for a usable amount of water as far as Desert Bighorn Sheep are concerned. It’s also interesting 
to note that in this area there are mineral sources that look very similar to the ones that are at Hyten Tank. 

The fact that there is no focus point liquid water source in the North end of the North Bristol’s, reduces 
the effectiveness of trail cameras. However these trail cameras can be put on game trails as the name implies and 
deliver usable numbers of pictures/data in a situation like this. Hopefully someday we will have this type of data 
from this place. When these pictures are compounded by satellite data you’ll get a very clear and accurate picture 
of what is going on there. Also you can put cameras at Hyten Tank and when these collared animals show up 
there you will be able to see what other animals are with them, most importantly lambs. This would let us know 
if the North end of the North Bristol’s is a lambing ground or not. I suspect this is a lambing ground and that 
examining the satellite collar data that we already have will reveal this.  

One of things to consider about this situation is the lack of liquid water and the significance it may play 
in this portion of their habitat. If in fact there is no liquid water anywhere near this place and it is a lambing ground 
this would have some interesting implications. This lack of liquid water would tend to reduce the activities of 
predators such as coyotes, bobcats, and mountain lion. While no doubt they can make forays into this area they 
will not be able to stay long as these animals have a higher need for liquid water. What this also indicates that 
putting an artificial liquid water source into this part of their habitat may be detrimental to this population of the 
Desert Bighorn Sheep. Generally adding water is always looked at as a positive for a population of Desert Bighorn 
Sheep. Here we have a prime example of our ability to view and discuss the attributes of a particular piece of 
Desert Bighorn Sheep habitat and their behavior that is only possible in this high-tech information age.           By 
Carlos Gallinger           thewayofthings.org 

 
Editor’s Note: Hyten Spring used to be called Washington Wells, but in 1921 the spring was renamed for a 
prospector named James Simpson Hyten who lived and worked in the area until he was over 85 years old. Author 
Pat Schoffstall called him the “last of the old time prospectors”. A photo of James Hyten can be found in Dennis 
Casebier’s book “East Mojave Heritage Trail Rocky Ridge to Fenner” on page 94. It’s fun to know the origins of 
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the names of these remote places. 

 
Another Successful Raincatcher System;“Lava” Installed in November 

 
Photos by Chris S. Ervin 

 
SCBS had an excellent turnout for the “Lava” guzzler installation on the Twentynine Palms Marine Base 

on the weekend of November 18 & 19, 2017. A total of 45 volunteers participated in this monumental endeavor. 
We only had two days of permitted access to this section of the Marine Base, which is a live-fire training theatre 
for our Marines (yes, they shut down training temporarily so that SCBS could install this water system). The folks 
at the Omya Mine graciously allowed our group to stage our overnite camp at their location, off of Kelbaker Road, 
and we caravanned daily to the work site. 

We rendezvoused with Base personnel Saturday morning at the historic town site of Bagdad on Route 66, 
which is the driest place on our continent ( according to Dick Weaver, this location went up to 34 months with 
no precipitation!)  We became acquainted with the folks that came in to assist the operation from the Base:  
Charles Colton, Andrew Jones, Dominick Limon, Ken Charles, and Chris Jones.  Ilima Segoviano, from the Base 
Natural Resources Department was in charge of this project and she joined the ranks of our work crew. USMC 
Range Safety officer “Digger” gave the volunteers the necessary briefing which covered the do’s & don’ts of 
working within a military training zone, desert tortoise protocol, and emergency situational scenarios to consider. 
Then our single file caravan of vehicles was escorted on to the Marine Base, where we drove 15 miles on a 4 x 4 
trackway to the work site.  It was much harder going in to the work site on the first day than it was on the second 
day, mainly because of “Big Red”.  SCBS’s workhorse dually truck was heavily laden with tools and gear, and it 
was towing a trailer with both Raincatcher tanks.  Big Red became swamped several times in sandy areas and had 
to be extracted with a winch cable (thank you, Joe Preiss).  Eventually, Steve Marschke backtracked with his 
1978 Jeep CJ and shouldered the burden of towing the trailer with the tanks to speed up the slog. 

Most of the vehicles parked ½ mile from the worksite and hiked the rest of the way in because of a nasty 
dry fall located at the end of the trail.  The volunteers did not dally, scuttled and immediately got to work once 
we arrived.  Our project was blessed with the services of Daniel Meyer; he drove his backhoe all the way from 
Route 66 to the worksite and skillfully excavated the hole for the Raincatcher tanks.  It was actually quite a 
challenge to keep one’s eyes on their work and not gape at Daniel’s finesse with that bucket. It was a constant 
beehive of activity and much was accomplished on the first day.  After we “commuted” back out to camp on 
Saturday night, our gracious volunteer cook Rodger Lopez had dinner ready and waiting for us. Thanks Rodger! 

Sunday morning was a carbon copy of Saturday with the briefing and caravan back into the Base, except 
this time our travel and arrival was much faster (we left Big Red at the worksite overnight). The bulk of the work 
had happened on Saturday, and Sunday was the “finish work”, which can be just as grueling. It’s all about rocks: 
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retrieving rocks, moving rocks, stacking rocks, arranging rocks.  When it comes to building a new guzzler, you 
can’t get enough rocks, and they become scarcer by the hour. We finished the wildlife water system with time to 
spare. We successfully installed the entire system in two days, walking away from the 100% complete system 
that is ready and waiting for the next rainfall to bring it into service for the wildlife.  The crew did a beautiful job 
and it was installed in the configuration that was originally planned, we had all the parts we needed, and we can 
brag about the safety of the operation. This is all great news! A big thank you to the CJ Berry Foundation for 
providing the funding SCBS needed to make this project happen. 

A shout out to all the volunteers who traveled from as far away as Bozeman, Montana, to make this 
history-making project a success: Marty Ambrose, Dayan Anderson, Dave Baumgartner, Deric Chang, Jean 
Conti, Dick Conti, Kathleen Daugherty, Ken Eltrich, Chris Ervin, Dennis Gibson, Kathleen Gibson, Christopher 
Greer, Alan Hayes, Kevin Hurley, George Kerr, Norm Lopez, Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller Marschke, Don 
Martin, Arioch M’Greene, David M’Greene, Eric Mitchell, Mike Morgan, Jeff Passanante, Joe Preiss, Vann 
Preiss, Neil Ringlee, Linda Roy, John Roy, Andres Ruetman, Mignon Slentz, Dave Smith, Glenn Sudmeier, 
George Sutton, Tom Tinti, Carl Tynabb, John Voght, and Darryl Williams.  
 

 

         
          Bend, OR 

               2-28-2018 
Letter to the [SCBS] editor, 
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My first recollection of the original Cady Mt. installation was to find a suitable location for the dam to be 
built for the catchment of water during the rainy season to fill the tank that was to be brought in by a 
helicopter from the Marine Base at Daggett. 
     We had been successful in engaging the Marine Base to fly the tank attached to cables much like it is 
done today.  I was always on the dam building crew and now with the new Raincatcher system the dam is 
no longer necessary.  I remember installing the Johnson screen on a number of projects I took part in and 
it was a about a dozen of so beginning with Blue Spring in the Anza Borrego St. Park which was the first 
attempt of an artificial watering device for desert wildlife. 
     The first tank to be used at the Cady Mt. project was furnished by Marvin Woods , he was later the 
team captain in the Old Woman Mts.  We were informed that the helicopter would be bringing the tank 
early in the morning, we were all ready for its arrival and finally heard the helicopter approaching when 
it got within a couple hundred yards of the cement doughnut we had made ready for it and the tank had a 
cone shaped bottom that when it was to be lowered into place the tank would be level the helicopter was 
losing its lift because of the thinness of the air and dropped the tank about 200 yards short.  We were very 
fortunate that we had a large crew and three of the fellows had Jeeps with winches.  The tank was built 
with very heavy material and received little damage.  With the Jeeps and their winches they were able to 
move the tank down to the doughnut and by positioning the Jeeps at different angles they were able to 
raise the tank and drop it in the doughnut and it was levelled.  Without the Jeeps, I don’t know what we 
could have done. 
     It was a long ways from the dam site to the tank and I know you will have a lot of work to remove all 
of the pipe and break up the doughnut and haul the pieces all out.  I made a lot of visits to the Cady site 
and I was usually on my way to the Marbles or the Clippers and other sites.  It has always been my 
understanding that the Cady site got very little rain and had a loft of water hauled in.  I believe that Daggett 
Marine Base had a tanker and did some of the hauling but now the new Raincatcher system will fill the 
tanks if the Cadys get a proper amount of rain.  Let’s hope. 
     What I have written about the Cadys isn’t a lot so I’ll add a few things that might be of interest later 
on in some way.  I remember when we did some work that needed to be done in the Marble Mt 
development that our campsite was right off I40 and on a big wide gravel road that went to Amboy.  
Marvin Woods and his two sons had their own airplane and landed it on the wide gravel road and then 
taxied it off the road to the camp site.  We did our work and returned to the camp and Marvin’s two sons 
were trying to decide whether to stay of fly back to Lemoore where one of Marvin’s ranches were.  They 
talked about a nice bed and a shower and that was the thing they decided to do and flew back to Lemoore 
or one of the other ranches Marvin owned.  I had many other times with Marvin I’ll never forget. 
     I also helped out on the project on Surveyor Spring in the Old Womans.  That time, we camped at 
Chubbuck and I arrived at the camp site first and there were three young fellows camped there who had a 
mine somewhere in the vicinity.  They welcomed me over for coffee and we played cards & visited and it 
got dark and I looked up in the direction of Surveyor Spring and could see the headlights of a vehicle 
coming down and it was Marvin Woods and I excused myself from the three young fellows and Marvin 
came into my cab over camper and we had some coffee and if I remember correctly, we had something a 
bit stronger, perhaps a Coffee Royal.  Ha! 
     Soon a number of our crew members for the Surveyor Project began to show up and by morning and 
we had a very good crew for the project. 
   Bob Jurgens 

 

Out and About in Sheep Country 
By Gary Thomas 
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I wrote this a few years ago, a month after it happened. Because the MNP has just released it’s 5-year 
Water study I though it a good idea to bring it out again. 

Now water is something I know a little about, old Billy Bob knows what kind of water is best for whisky 
and Dick Weaver knew where to put replacement water. He also saw how botulism in water can kill a lot of 
wildlife and I have seen what happens when a water hole goes dry.  
     A few years back 39 or more Burros died at Fenner Springs from one or the other. Maybe both were the 
cause of this die off. Dick Weaver said the burros had been there for over 75 years and that was the only water 
they knew. He also didn’t think they would go far enough to find new water. 
    Let me say I wasn’t there and only know what I have been told by the people that were there or involved 
later. Now Fenner Springs isn’t a typical spring where water comes out of the rock or ground, at Fenner Spring a 
tunnel was cut in the hill, water would collect in the back of the tunnel and be used. A rancher checking on his 
cattle found the tunnel packed with dead burros and others outside dead. He called the BLM and they came out 
and tried to remove the burros by tying a rope on the burros and pulling them out with a horse but could only get 
a few out. They were packed in and starting to rot so they brought in a back hoe to dig them out but couldn’t get 
them all. At that point they caved the tunnel in and buried the rest. The only problem is water starts to come out 
from the caved in tunnel, then they dug a hole in front of the tunnel for wildlife to drink. While all this is going 
on they also have 13 live burros looking for water. They hauled in a tank and use a helicopter to drop water in for 
the burros. As burros are not supposed to be in this area BLM is supposed to round them up and remove them. 
   At this point things are looking good but we must go back to what killed the burros, was it botulism that 
killed them or a lack of water, I think both caused this. I have been told that botulism works very fast so maybe a 
burro died in the tunnel and blocked it so the other burros couldn’t get to the water and died of dehydration. BLM 
had a vet out and he said that they died from dehydration. The nearest water is 12 miles away and for burros that 
isn’t a long way even in August. Dick Weaver believed because they didn’t know about it they stayed there and 
died.   
   If it was botulism it will remain in the water until all the protein is gone. BLM took water samples and 
found no botulism, but checked the site daily for dead wildlife and none was ever found.  
    Now what can we learn from this, one is that wildlife need to be elevated to the same level of concern and 
protection as the land because without the wildlife the lands not worth a bucket of warm spit in my opinion.  The 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife need to continue to help SCBS  build drinkers The BLM, NFS and 
NPS can help by working with them to speed up the permitting and support drinkers in wilderness areas. And last 
but most important is for all the groups to come together and support water for wildlife where sound science 
shows it’s needed. 
  The desert is a harsh place and not easy to manage but years ago CDF&G, BLM and SCBS did a good 
job taking care of the land and wildlife and can do it again by working together. 
 

 

EMAIL : If you would like to have the Newsletter sent by e-mail let Bob Burke know at 
cameracoordinator@sheepsociety.com  ( not only does this save postage and paper, it’s in living color). You can 
still get a paper copy via regular mail.      WEBSITE : Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep is on-line 
~ sheepsociety.com 

 

North Interstate Forty  (N-I-40) Drinker Repair & Redesign 
By John Roy 
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  On the weekend of March 16-18, 2018 a group of volunteers met at the gas line road off Kelbaker Road, south 
of I-40, to spend the weekend doing minor repairs on some the guzzlers in the area.  The first repair job was on 
the guzzler located on the north side of Interstate 40, between Kelbaker Road and Ludlow, thus the name “North 
I-40”. 
 
  When I-40 was built back in the Sixties, Cal Trans installed a storage tank on the right-of-way to collect rain 
water that ran off the Interstate.  The tank was then plumbed to a drinker box located a few hundred yard around 
a small ridge off the right-of-way of the freeway.  The system works well except for one small problem.  The 
feeder line from the tank must cross a small wash (only about 6’ wide) to get to the drinker box.  Over the years, 
heavy rains would wash out the feeder line where it crosses the wash.  The line has been replaced a few time, 
even armored with another pipe but it still washed out.  This time we tried something different. 
 
   On Friday morning, March 16 five volunteers, John Voght, Gary Thomas, John Roy, David M’Greene  and 
Arioch M’Greene  parked at a wide spot on the shoulder of I-40 and walked back East 0.7 miles in the small 
troublesome wash to the break in the feeder line to the drinker.  While John Roy found a comfortable spot to sit 
and supervise, the other volunteers dug a trench a bit over one foot deep across the wash and about 24” into the 
bank on either side.  They then proceeded to re-plumb the broken feeder line down into the trench and across the 
wash—creating a siphon under the wash.  Everything was back-filled and rocked for protection.  In addition, a 
shut-off valve was installed to allow the tank to be isolated if another break in the feeder line should occur.  With 
the hard work of four volunteers, the job was done and everyone back to the trucks before noon       

Time Well Spent; More Work Done Than Originally Planned 

By Debbie Miller Marschke 

On Friday, March 16, 2018, the crew that arrived early in the morning to begin work on the North I-40 drinker 
did such a fantastic job repairing that system that they finished by lunch time. Steve and I met them on the shoulder 
of the highway as they hiked back to the vehicles. We still had two more days budgeted for this repair, so it was 
time to make an executive decision about what the volunteers were doing next.  Instantaneously, the group became 
a “hot shot” crew, ready for the next challenge. Now this is why we need the Area Captains to have their 
inspections completed and the associated paperwork filed on time; we have a crew in the field that has time for 
another mission.  Fortunately, Steve Marschke had received a list of drinkers that were in need of attention. After 
some contemplation and analysis, it was decided that the crew would work on the Nancy Andrew system next. 

By Saturday morning, the hotshot crew had grown by more volunteers: Steve & Debbie Marschke, David 
M’Greene, Arioch M’Greene, John & Linda Roy, John Voght, Joe Priess, Vann Priess, and Dave Mahosky.  
Nancy Andrew is located in the Bristol Mountains, south of the I 40 near Kelbaker Road. The group drove to the 
base of the mountain, tools and supplies were distributed, and everyone hiked up the grade until we passed through 
the notched cut in at the top and emerged on the west side.  We were armed with the knowledge about what was 
wrong – one of the PVC elbows that served as the overflow for tank one into tank two had split. Tank one was 
full of water, but tank two only had about 8 inches of water and it was suspected that it was not collecting properly.  
While some of the volunteers worked on the surgical removal and splice of a new fitting, other volunteers 
identified areas of the system that needed some fortification.  Dirt and rock was moved to  
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cover areas that had become exposed either from animal use or erosion.  Additionally, the PVC collection screen 
on the rain mat had become exposed to sunlight in a few places and had an ugly sunburn. More rocks were brought 
in for adequate cover and hopefully the sheep won’t rearrange too many of those  rocks in the future. Sheep sign 
was observed around the drinker system; there was a good amount of pellets present to testify that this system is, 
indeed, in use. Scanning the hillsides, there are also many obvious game trails leading to this drinker system. 
Everyone was busy and by mid-day, we had finished and hiked back down to the vehicles .   
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So, what’s next?  There was a problem to diagnose at the Castle Mine drinker system.  The crew drove 
east, crossing Kelbaker Road, and on to the trackway that lead to our next challenge.  The Castle Mine system in 
the Marble Mountains is supplied by a slow trickling spring. The spring was originally tapped into by prospectors, 
and there is a dilapidated shack at the foot of the hill that makes locating this guzzler easy. SCBS had already 
improved the spring and ran a supply hose from the small spring adit to a single raincatcher tank downhill.  
Unfortunately, the system had stopped collecting. There was a very small amount of available water in the drinker.  
It was first thought that the tamarisks that had sprung up around the spring were causing the problem, but work 
had been previously done to remove them and it did not change the outcome.  The March 17 crew dug out the 
Johnson screen to diagnose the problem. That’s Arioch M’Greene in the top right photo, he did a tremendous job 
digging out the screen while a bucket brigade removed the excess dirt.  We found that the area in the spring box 
had completely caved in, burying the Johnson screen in dirt and thus there was miniscule collection.  The two 
engineers present, Steve Marschke and John Roy, spent a lot of time discussing the method in which to install a 
permanent fix for this issue.  It was decided that a second work crew would need to be scheduled so that SCBS 
could build and install the necessary fortification: a redwood spring box, one that was large enough for a person 
to work in if the spring box needed to be dug out again. The present crew did not have any materials to build a 
spring box that day, so “desert engineering” prevailed.  The spring box was shored up and braced with some 
corrugated metal that was found as a temporary solution to keep the area from sloughing into the hole again.  We 
did not find any fresh sheep pellets, but we did find some sheep bones, including a spine, in the wash very close 
by. Nevertheless, every water system is important because seasons change and sheep could be anywhere.  We are 
sure all the local critters benefit from a dependable life source of water.  We headed back to camp, but the day 
was not over yet.  Arioch and David M’Greene decided to see if they could locate a local spring, VernAndyLes 
(Arioch is SCBS’s new Spring Coordinator) . A few members of the crew decided to travel the short distance 
over to the South I-40 drinker, just to check it out and to hopefully see some sheep.  We did not see any sheep at 
the drinker, but we spotted a herd of at least 8 watching us from the mountaintop.The crew enjoyed a warm 
campfire and Linda Roy’s St. Patrick’s Day cookies on Saturday night.    On Sunday, Steve, Joe, Vann, and I 
decided to do some scouting.  We headed west on the gas line road towards the Bristol Mountains and the Orange 
Blossom Mine.  We could not access the mine property as it had been posted no trespassing; someone was 
camping up at the mine as well.  We headed northwest and followed the faint route to a location that was known 
to us: the Lady Lu Mine. Steve and I call it “the bottle farm” because someone has painstakingly spread out 
hundreds of intact bottles on the hillside, we presume someone is hoping that they age and turn purple in the sun 
(it’s not going to work, the bottles need to be pre-WW2 and these are modern bottles).  Something interesting is 
going on at this mine; the sheep are using it.  There was sign all over the place. It looks like they are even going 
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inside the adit.  Steve climbed to the top of the saddle and found at least 8 -10 places where the sheep were 
bedding.  This is curious, because there are no water sources nearby. It made us think about what Carlos Gallinger 
has been discussing about the presence of minerals and perhaps a safe lambing area where the predators won’t 
venture because it’s too far away to the nearest water source.  Modern technology can help solve these mysteries; 
GPS collar data can tell us when the sheep are using the Lady Lu Mine and for how long. New tools can enhance 
our knowledge, but nothing will ever surpass the importance of simple, effective  boots-on-the-ground field study. 

Status of Projects at 29 Palms 

SCBS had hoped that the 29 Palms Marine Base would be able to schedule a work project for the early months 
of 2018.  We came close to having a project date in March, but as it turned out, training activities have been 
filling up the schedule and we haven’t had a chance this spring It was projected that we could have access in 
June. Although the weather might be warm by then, use of a tractor is allowed and should greatly reduce the 
manual labor burden, so we feel that it is not out of the question. We will keep the volunteers advised and we 
will announce the next project date when we are sure we have access to the Base. Stand by for details. 

(Editor’s note: This is why the first Sheep Sheet of 2018 was delayed ; we had hoped to release the Sheep Sheet 
with an announcement for the next big project) 

Monthly Meeting  

The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of each month in the conference 
room at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730.   You are invited to 
attend any and all board meetings, to bring a friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate. 
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New Spring Captain Coordinator 
Meet Arioch M’Greene.  After attending the Lava Project, the 
Annual Meeting, a couple of board meetings and the San 
Gabriel Census, Arioch and his dad wondered why they hadn’t 
found out about us sooner and asked how he could help.  I 
suggested that he could take over the Spring Captain 
Coordinator role and he accepted.  Arioch plans to attend Cal 
State Monterey Bay and is interested in eventually working for 
DFW, so Spring Captain coordinator position should offer him 
a great opportunity.   The natural springs are just as important 
to bighorn as the guzzler systems and it’s important that we 
and DFW keep up to date about their condition.  With the 
DFW field crew that is now available to help with repairs, all 
inspections are important so they crew can focus on those that 
need the most help.  I have transferred over many of the files 
from Bill Tuck to Arioch and he will be reviewing them.  If 
you visit any natural springs, please make sure to fill out the 
inspection form and forward it with any photos to Arioch so 
he can compile the records into a report that we can share with 
DFW.  If you wish to offer your volunteer service, and we can 
use as much as possible, just tell Arioch what ranges or zones 
you are heading to and he can set you up with some directions 
to springs that need to be inspected. 
Arioch M’Greene 
304 E. Colorado Ave 
Glendora, CA 91740 
626-422-1401  
ariochmgreene@gmail.com

 

2017 SCBS Board of Directors 
 
Robert Burke   760-617-9261 
Tony Cimarusti  714-538-7708 
Jeff Crouse    760-680-9819 
Stevan Hart              714-323-4843  
Jennifer Hinojosa  760-246-3115 
Mark LeCompte   661-904-3408 
Norm Lopez                909-887-2279 
Steve Marschke          310-543-1862 

John Maney  714-269-9028 
John Nelson  661-713-5983 
George Sutton    714-870-6301 
Glenn Sudmeier   760-389-2498 
Gary Thomas             951-206-6410 
Terry Anderson   760-408-7118 
Dave Smith              760-617-3291

 
 

 
The following article appeared in the February 1984 SCBS newsletter: 
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Photos From the Project at Mitsubishi Quarry 

   

Here’s a good example of repurposing materials, or as some call it, “Desert Engineering”.  The Mitsubishi Quarry 
is the source of limestone for the Mitsubishi Cement Corporation in Lucerne Valley.  Part of the company’s 
management plan includes reclamation of the area.  Once the company has completed mining operations, the 
areas are revegetated, which takes time and patience.  Part of their mitigation efforts included the installation of 
a Raincatcher guzzler system.  Instead of using a hypalon mat for collection, the mine repurposed their wealth of 
used conveyor belts. These were laid out  uphill from the guzzler and secured with steel spikes. A special “Thank 
you” to SCBS members Jeff Crouse and Jenny Hinojosa as they were instrumental in working with the mine to 
get the ball rolling, they gave unfailing support to the project’s installation.     
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP 
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for: 

Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are willing to get involved to 
make a difference.  Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back in their historical ranges.  The Society works with 
the California Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as:  sheep transplanting and 
propagation; habitat improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more.  If this sounds exciting and fulfilling to 
you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep today!   Check our website at:   

www.desertbighorn.org 
************************************************************************************** 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP  
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP 

Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman 
5801 Calico Cove Court 
Bakersfield, CA 93306 

 
 
Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________ 
 
Phone: (H) _________________________    (W) _____________________________ 
 
E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________ 
 

Make checks payable to: SCBS 
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New   _____     Renewal _____ 

Student (Full Time).   $20.00/Year New   _____     Renewal _____ 

Life ………………….$300.00 New _____    ___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)  

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year 

  
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of $________ to help you 
support desert wildlife. 
 
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects.  Yes ___ No ____ 
 
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________ 
 
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________ 
 

************************************************************************ 
 Application Received: ______          Funding Received: _______ 
 
            Voted In: ______                         Member Card Sent: _______ 
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Mojave Bighorn Photo by Jerry DuPree 

 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


